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0. REAL VARIABLE MOTIVATION 
This paper is essentially concerned with Brownian martingales. Its motivation, 
however, lies in real variable problems which, in the next few lines, I shall try 
to describe. In doing that I shall feel free to use, without redefining them, 
notation and terminology which are, perhaps, not totally standard. The reader 
who finds himself bewildered should either forget this short introduction or 
alternatively consult [l-3] where most of the notation is defined. 
The first problem is connected with the Garnett-Jones theorem. That theorem 
says (cf. [l]) that for allfE BMO(IP) we have 
where o,, is the supremum of all OL > 0 for which 
&+‘I dx < +oo 
and where II llBMo is some appropriate norm on BMO. 
The Helson-SzegB theorem (cf. [l-4]) says that if 12 = 1 and if we define 
Ilf II BMO = inf o.tbePco(W) 111~’ IL + II # L;f- v - $ = con4 
($ denotes, of course, the Hilbert transform), then we can take C = 7r/2 in (0.1) 
and that choice is optimal. 
The question arises as to how we can extend that result to higher dimensions 
and to Brownian martingales, i.e., what is the best constant C and what is the 
appropriate norm to be used in (0.1) for n > 1. 
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For Brownian martingales the answer is very satisfactory: C = 7r/2 again and 
we can use the standard quadratic norm 
II XII &lo = sup II UI X - X, I”i/~,lllm 3 X E BMO(SZ). t 
From this, some sort of a best constant result is obtained for BMO(R”), 
n 3 1, which however is less explicit. 
The second problem is to give a probabilistic approach, in the spirit of [2], to 
AD-functions (cf. [3]) and, in particular, to give a (hopefully) simpler proof to 
the rather difficult recent factorization theorem of Jones (cf. [5]). 
This program has been carried out successfully for 11 = 1 and p = 2 (the 
dimension of 0%“). For n 3 2, or p # 2, however, I have been unable to do it. 
It turns out that the basic tool to do the above is a certain uniform algebra of 
conformal martingales that will be defined in Section 3. I have been unable 
to resist the temptation to include in this paper a proof of the “corona theorem” 
for that algebra (despite the fact that the corona has nothing to do with all the 
rest) and to deduce from that a new proof of the classical (Carleson’s) corona 
theorem. 
A few words about the organization of this paper: Section 1 contains back- 
ground material from the theory of uniform algebras (nothing new). 
Section 2 contains background material from probability theory and Brownian 
motion (nothing new). 
Section 3 contains the core idea of this paper and is self-contained: the algebra 
Hm(Q) is defined. 
Section 4. The main theorems are proved. 
Sections 5 and 6 give the applications to real analysis. 
These last two sections are not self-contained and rely on work that was done in 
PI. 
Section 7. A technical lemma is proved that is needed in Section 6. Here again 
we rely heavily on [2]. 
Section 8. The corona for Ha(Q) is proved and the classical corona is deduced. 
1. RESULTS FROM THE THEORY OF UNIFORM ALGEBRAS 
Let X be a compact topological space and let A C C(X) be a closed, for the 
uniform norm, subalgebras that separates the points of X and that contains 
the constants (such an algebra is called a uniform algebra). We say that A is a 
logmodular algebra on X if the set 
loglA-‘I =(logIp,l;%+E4 
is uniformly dense in @n(X). We shall assume for the rest of this paragraph that 
A is some fixed logmodular algebra on X. We shall also fix once and for all 
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A,, C A some (closed) maximal ideal of A and m some probability measure on 
X such that 
fgA0 - S,f dm = 0 
(m is in fact uniquely determined by A,, cf. [6; 7, Chap. II, Sect. 43. 
Let us then denote by HP (= HP(m) = Hp(X; m)) the closure of A inD(X; m) 
for 0 < p < +a~ and by H” (= Hm(m) = H”(X; m)) the closure of A in 
La(X; m) for the weak* topology (a(L”;L’)). Similarly let us denote by H,,P 
(0 <p < +CD) the closure of A,, in the above spaces for the corresponding 
topologies. For any set R CLr(X, m) let us also denote R = {f, f E R} CLl. 
The following facts are well known and easy to verify (and hold for more gener- 
al uniform algebras): 
Hz 1 Ho2 in L2(X; m) 
LR2(X; m) n H* C C (= the constants), 
i.e., the only real functions on H* are constant (cf. [6; 7, Chap. IV, Sect. I]). 
From the above it follows that we can define * to be a real linear operator from 
the real space 
ReH2={p;p=ReJfEH2} 
onto the real space 
ReHs2 ={p;v~Ref,f~Hz} 
that is characterized by the fact that 
u + i*u E H2, Vu E Re H*, 
* is isometric on Re Ho2 and can also be defined for more general uniform algebras 
(cf. [7, Sect. I] or [8, Chap. 71). 
A consequence of the logmodularity of -4 is that 
L*(X; m) = H2 @ Ho2 (orthogonal direct sum), 
Re H* = LR2(X; m) 
(cf. [6, Theorem 5.41). It follows in particular that * is then a real operator 
defined on the whole of L2(X; m). 
Another consequence of logmodularity is 
Hil= /fEL”;I fgdm,VgEA,,/ = H”(m). (l-1) 
X 
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(This is a consequence of, among other things, the fact that Ha = H2 n L", 
cf. [7 Chap. V, Sect. 4.21). 
The information on logmodular algebras that we shall need is contained in 
the following abstract version of the Helson-Szegii theorem. 
THEOREM 1 .I (Helson-Szegti). Let A C C(X) be a logmodular algebra and 
let m be a multiplicative probability measure on X and * the associated conjugation 
operator on L2(X; m) as above. Further, let t.~ be a positive measure on X and let 
dp = Wdm+dp, 
be its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to dm (i.e., WE L1(X; m) and dp, is 
singular with respect o dm). 
The following two conditions on p are then equivalent: 
(i) There exists C > 0, some positive constant, such that 
j-xI*f124dC~xIf/2d~~ Vf E C(X). 
(ii) dp, = 0 and W = eU+*v, where u, v EL,~(X; m) and 11 v Ilrn < 42. 
The proof of the above theorem follows standard lines and it is implicit in the 
literature. I found an explicit reference, however (cf. [25]), only after this 
paper was written. This is the reason why the rest of this paragraph is devoted 
to giving a proof of this Theorem. 
Toward that end a number of further facts on logmodular algebras are needed. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Abstract Kolmogoroff-Krein-Szego). Let A C @(X), m and 
p be as in Theorem 1.1. We then have 
jzfol I1 -f I”dp = exp(/log Wdm). 
Proof. Cf. [7, Chap. V, Sect. 8; 6, Theorem 4.71. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Factorization Theorem). Let A and m be as above; then the set 
ifglf~~2,g~~02;Ilfll~,Ilgll~ Q 11 
is dense in the unit ball of H,,l. 
Proof. Let f E Hol, I[f II1 < 1 and let 0 < E < 1 - Ilf II1 . There exists then 
G E Lz(X, m) and k some positive constant s.t. 
h=f+<==(l-G)-l(l-G)h=FI*F2, 
j 1 - G (-2 = k I h I, m - a.e. on X, 
FI = (1 - G)-lo H2, 
F, = (1 - G)h E H2. 
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All this follows from standard Helson-Lowenslager theory (cf. [6, Theorems 
6.1 and 5.81). From the above facts Theorem 1.3 follows easily by letting E -+ 0. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Abstract Beurling). Let u EL~I(X; m) and let us suppose that 
h = e”fieu E H2(X; m) [*u is always defined and belongs toLR”(X; m) 0 <p < 1, 
cf. [7 Chap. IV, Sect. 5.311. Then the set 
Ah =m;fEA) 
is dense in H2(X, m). 
Proof. By ([6, Corollary to Theorem 6.71) A + A is dense in Ll(X; m) and 
therefore Re A is dense in Lpl(X, m). This and [7 Chap. IV, Sect. 5.31 together 
with [7, Chap. V, Sect. 2.41 implies that et(u+i*u) E H(m) (= the Hardy algebra 
in the terminology of [7, Chap. VI). This and [7, Chap. V, Sect. 5.31 implies our 
theorem. 
One final fact is needed. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A and m be as above and let f E fl(m) be such that 
f f 0; Ref(x) b 0, m - a.e. on X. 
Then the principal dete-rmination of the logarithm 
F=logf=log]f]+iArgf;-rr/2<Argf<rr/2 
belongs to H1 (i.e., FE Hi(m)). 
Proof. By Jensen’s inequality it follows that log 1 f 1 EL~(X, m) and that, 
therefore, F ELI(X; m). To prove the lemma it suffices therefore to find a 
sequence {Fj E A};=, s.t. 
Fj -F, m-a.e. on X, 
sup II ePiFj’ l/i < +co, vo <p < 1. 
i 
w 
Indeed [7, Chap. V, Sects. 1.1, 2.1, 4.21 does the rest. 
To obtain that sequence we use the classical Hoffman-Wermer modification 
technique (cf. [7, Chap. II, Sect. 7.21). Let {fn E A}~zl be such that 
llfn -f Ill --gzrg? 0; 
This implies that 
fn -zz+fi m-a.e. on X. 
s X 
(Ref,J- dm z 0 (1.3) 
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(Re f,)- = -inf{Ref, , 0)). But by (1.3) and the fact that on A we have 
inf Re 
UPA 1 s X 
udm;Reu>v/ =Ix,dm 
for all v E C,(X) (cf. [9, Sect. 2.31) we see that we can find {g, E A};==, st. 
Reg, > (Ref,)-, Vn; I X Reg,dmzO. 
By [7, Chap. IV, Sect. 5.31 we deduce that 
*Reg, -xz?O inL”(X,m), VO <p < 1. 
We can extract therefore a subsequence {g,, E A}$ such that 
Reg,, 2 Wfn,)-, V,; g,, z 0 inLP, vo <p < 1, 
gn I - 0, m-a.e. on X. Pa 
The sequence 
F, = lodfn, + gn,) 
(where we take the principal determination of the logarithm) satisfies the condi- 
tions of (1.2). This proves the lemma. 
This stupid lemma took a disproportionate amount of effort. Observe, 
however, that for our algebras of Section 3 considerably more is true and for 
much better reasons (cf. Lemma 3.1). 
We are finally in a position to give the 
Proof of the Helson-Szegii Theorem. It is clear that (i) of Theorem 1.1 fails 
if and only if there exist two sequences { fn E A}z=r and {g, E A,}:=, s.t. 
From this and Forelli’s lemma ([7, Chap. II, Sect. 7.31) it follows that when (i) 
holds then dps = 0 and dp = W dm for some WE L1(X, m). 
We may further suppose then that 
I 
log Wdm > --GO. (1.4) 
X 
Indeed if (1.4) fails, then both (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.1 fail by Theorem 1.2. 
Let us set then 
yJ = log w, * = *log w, D = el/Z(m+ill) 
and 
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P=supjJ-Xfgwdm( =supISx(fD)(gD)e-z~dnl[. 
The suprema being taken over all f E A and g E A, such that 
~xIfI~?Ydm=~x[fDI”dm=~xlg/~Wdm=~lgDl”dm=l. 
Condition (i) of Theorem 1.1 is then equivalent to 
p < 1. (1.5) 
But D satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.4. It follows therefore from 
Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.3 that 
p == sup 
(Is 
Fe-i*dm ;FeHO1 l/Fill < I 
x I 
and from (1.1) we conclude that 
p = 11 e-‘* 1) Lm/(Ho’P = inf 
s~H*bd 
11 e-“* - g lie , (1.6) 
(1 S) and (I .6) imply therefore that condition (i) of Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to 
(i)‘: There exist some Iz E Ha(m) and some E > 0 s.t. 
lhl a=~ 1 qb + arg h I < r/2 - E (mod 2rr). (1.7) 
Let us assume then that (i)’ holds and let h and E be as in (1.7). The function 
H = em+=* E Hr(m) then satisfies 
I Arg Hh ) ,< 42 - l U-8) 
and therefore the function Hh satisfies the conditions of the lemma. We conclude 
therefore that 
log Hh = log 1 Hh 1 + i Arg(Hh) E Hi(m) 
and therefore that 
log I Hh I - *Arg(Hh) = const. 
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This implies that 
log w = v = log 1 H 1 = *Arg(Z%) - log 1 h ] + C 
which together with (1.8) implies condition (ii) of Theorem 1.1. 
Conversely to prove that (ii) 3 1 we may assume that log W = *v for some (‘)
v EL~(X, m) such that 11 v Ijrn < 42. With our previous notation we have then 
I/J = v + k (K E R). It follows therefore that for some approprite constant K we 
have 
/[e-z~ - KII, < 1 
which implies (i) [cf. (1.5) and (1.6)]. 
2. RESULTS FROM BROWNIAN MOTION AND PROBABILITY THEORY 
Let b,(t),..., b,(t) be n independent Brownian motions starting from zero 
{b,(O) = 0, j = l,..., n}. We shall denote by (Q; 8, p) (sometimes (Q, , 8, ~FJ)) 
the probability space on which the above motions are defined. Let us denote then 
8, = u-field generated by b,(s), s < t, j = I,..., n and by 
B, = p, ; 8; 8, t 2 0; P). (2.1) 
In this paper we shall examine martingales on B, (i.e., w.r.t. the o-fields a,). 
I shall call such a martingale a Brownian martingale of dimension n. A basic 
fact on B,-martingales (that could be taken as a definition) is that they admit Ito 
integral representations. More precisely, let (X, ; t 2 0) be an L2-bounded 
martingale. There exist then h,(t),..., A,(t) n nonanticipating (complex in general) 
Brownian functionals (cf. [lo, Sect. 2.21) such that 
Xt = X0 + i j'hj dbj 
j=l 0 
(2.2) 
and the representation is unique. [For the definition of a stochastic (Ito) integral, 
cf. 10, Chap. 21. For the representation of a martingale as above, cf. [l 1, p. 2861 
or 12; [lo, Sect. 2.71. For most of our purposes we shall only need the Dtheory 
of stochastic integrals which is particularly simple. 
For any martingale X represented as in (2.2) let us denote by 
S(X)2 = i jm ( A,(t)12 dt. 
,=l 0 
The (“Plancherel”) L2-identity is then 
E I x - x0 12 = s;p E 1 x, - x0 (2 = lES(X)2. (2.3) 
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Let now M = (mi,)y,j=, be a matrix with constant coefficients; we can associate 
then a transformation on the space of Brownian martingales by the operation 
X-+Y=MX=(Y,;t>O),where 
and where the nonanticipating vector p = (pr , pa ,..., pn) is determined by the 
nonanticipating vector h = (hi ,..., h,) by matrix multiplication by M (i.e., 
p = MA). 
It is clear then by the definition that 
S(Y) = 3M-V < II MINX) (2.4) 
pointwise, where 11 MI1 is the norm of the matrix as a linear operator on C” 
with the Euclidian (11 x iI2 = x,“=, ) xi 1”) norm. 
We deduce from (2.3) and (2.4) that the martingale transform Mdefined above 
stabilizes L2. More precisely we have 
II Yll, = II MXII, d II MII II XII2 . 
Another space that is stabilized by martingale transforms is the BMO(Q) 
space (cf. [2]). Let X EL~(Q; P); we say that X is BMO (X E BMO(Q)) if 
II XII3 = sup II ‘ql x - xt l’!i~,ll!cc -=I +a. 
t 
[we denote in general 
xt = wY/~t)l. 
(2.5) 
It is easy then, using the stochastic integral representation (2.2) together with 
(2.3) and (2.4) to see that 
II Y II* = II MX II* < II M II II X IL . 
Concerning BMO spaces we shall need the following basic 
(2.6) 
THEOREM 2.1 (John-Nirenberg) [15]. Let XE BMO(Q); there exists then 
some 01 > 0 s.t. 
sup I/ E(e~‘x-x”//~t)li~ < foe 
t 
For further use let us also introduce the following definition: we say that 
a real-valued XE BMO(m) is BLO (X E BLO(m)) if there exists K > 0 s.t. 
for all t > 0 we have 
X-X, > -K a.e. 9. (2.7) 
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We shall further need a weighted version of (2.3). It is contained in the following: 
THEOREM 2.2(A,). Let Q be the space of n-dimensional Brownian motion and 
let W = ef E L&Q) (f real-valued) 
sup II E(e “-f”‘j/a,)((, < + cm. 
There exist then two constants C, c > 0 s.t. for every X E L2(S2) with Q(x) = 0; 
we have 
cq x I”W) < E(s(x)2w) < CE(I x 12W). 
COROLLARY (A,). Let W be as above and let X -+ MX = Y be the martingale 
transform defined by the nt4ztri.r M = (wQ~)~,~=, as above. There exists then a 
constant C > 0 such that for all X E L2(f2) we have 
E[I Y I”Wl G C II WPW X I’wl. 
The corollary follows immediately from Theorem (A,) by (2.4). Theorem 
(A2) is but a special case of a more general circle of ideas that I shall try to des- 
cribe briefly below (observe, however, that we shall not need in an essential way 
any of the more general theorems below). 
We start with a definition. Let WE L’(Q) be a positive weight on the Brownian 
space Q = Q,, (n > 1). We then say that W satisfies the A, condition (1 < p < 
+m) if 
sup II lE( w/is,)[lE(~t”l”p-l’/ib,)]p-1 (IC < + 00. 6%) 
It is easy to verify then that for p = 2 the above condition reduces to the 
condition of Theorem (A,). 
For any martingale (X, t > 0) let us also denote by 
x* = sup I Xf I 
t 
its maximal function. We have then 
THEOREM 2.3 (Doob-Burkholder-Gundy). For every 0 <p < +OO there 
exist two constants c, , C, > 0 s.t. for all (X, ; t > O)L2-martingales with X0 = 0; 
we have 
c, II x* lip d II wql, ,< c, II x* /ID .
Furthermore if 1 < p < + co, we have 
II x* IlP < &I II X’IIP 
with K, depending only on p. 
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For the above theorem one of the best references is [13]. We also have 
THEOREM 2.4 (Hunt-Muckenhoupt-Wheeden-Gundy). Let W be an A, 
weight on Q as above (1 < p < + CO). There exist then C, , c, , K, > 0 positive 
constants uch that for all (Xt ; t 3 0) L2-bounded marginales we have 
cp II X* II,” < II S(X)lI; d C, II X* 11: < K, II x’il: . 
(I[ 11; denotes the norm in Lp(O; WP), i.e., 11 f 11; = IE(j f )pW)l/p). 
The above theorem in its real variable version is classical; [3] is one of the best 
references for that. The probabilistic version that we stated above is essentially 
identical. In [14] the above probabilistic version is treated explicitly by many 
authors. 
Concerning general A, weights we shall need the following: 
THEOREM 2.5 (Jones). A weight WE Ll(f2) satisfies the A, condition if and 
only if 
w := wpp, 
where W, , W2 E AI(Q). 
We say that a positive weight W = ef E A,(Q) if W E A,(Q) and f e BLO(Q). 
The above theorem in its real variable version is due to Jones [5]. The 
probabilistic version that is stated above is contained in [2]. The proof of the 
probabilistic version is much easier. 
Final Remark on More General Brownian Martingales 
We shall not need what follows but it is useful to throw some light on more 
general (i.e., L1-bounded and not necessarily L2-bounded) B,-martingales. 
First of all such martingales are continuous (i.e., admit continuous path 
regularizations, cf. hypothesis (H) in [2]). The continuity for L2-bounded 
martingales follows from the representation (2.2). For any XgLl(S2) if we have 
LZ(f2) 3 X’N’ + X in Ll(Q), we also have 
P[s;p I Xt(N) - x, I > A] N-rm’ 0 (A > 0) 
by the Doob maximal theorem; this gives the path continuity of Xt. 
Let now XEL~(Q) (X,, = 0) and let us denote by XtN) = (XiN = XtATN) where 
TN = inf{t 1 1 X, ( > N}. 
It is clear that XfN) is Lz-bounded and therefore 
XtN = i 1’ A;“‘(t) db,(t), 
3=1 0 
X(N)(t) = j+‘+l)(t) on [t < TN]. 
580/39ir-7 
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It follows therefore that the AiN’ converge to hj as N-t co and that 
This implies (cf. [IO, Sect. 2.21) that 
x, = f J” A#) db,(t). 
J=l 0 
In other words (2.2) holds for all Q-bounded &-martingales. 
3. HOLOMORPHIC BROWNIAN MARTINGALES 
Let B,, be the Brownian space (2.1) of dimension 2m (m > 1) which we shall 
fix throughout this paragraph and let us denote by 
“q(t), +4(Q.-., .Gll(t); Yl(Q Yz(%*v YmW 
the 2m Brawnian motions that define it. Let us also denote by q(t) = xi(t) + 
iyj(t), Z,(t) = Xj(t) - iy.j(t) (j = 1, 2,..., m) complex brownian motions. Denote 
further by 
dzj = dx, + idy, ; dZj = dXj - idyj (j = 1, 2,..., m) 
which are complex stochastic differentials (cf. [IO, Chap. 21). 
For any 1 <p < +m we shall then denote by H*(Q) the space of LP- 
bounded B,,-martingales X which admit an Ito integral representation [cf. (2.211 
of the form 
X, = X0 + -f St a, dzj 
j-1 0 
[i.e., in differential notation we have 
dX = f aj dz, 
1=1 
and dX involves only “holomorphic differentials”]. 
We shall also say that ~EU(S)) is a holomorphic function if the martingale it 
induces (jt = lE( j//S,); t > 0) is holomorphic. 
It is clear from (2.3) that H2(Q) is closed in L2(51) (for the I[ ii2 norm). 
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This implies that Ha(Q) is closed in L”(O) for the jl jjm norm (indeed 
H”(Q) = L-$Q) n H2(Q)). (3.2) 
More is in fact true, namely, that H”(Q) is closed in Laj(Q) for the weak* 
topology (o(L=; AC’)). 
Indeed if we denote by 
it is then clear that 
-- 
fEH2 9 E(f*g) = 0, vg E Ho2. 
It is also clear that P(Q) is dense in Ha(Q). Indeed if X E H2(Q) and if T, = 
inf(t 1 1 X, 1 > A}, we then have XfA) = XrA = lE(X//&,,) E H”(Q) [(the stopped 
martingale X(n)(w) = X,,,,,(W)] and X(A) -+++m X in L2. [The above two 
facts hold in fact withp = 2 replaced by any 1 6 p < +oo. For 1 < p < +co 
Theorem 2.3 does the trick. For p = 1 we need Theorem 3.2 and this fact 
becomes deeper but we shall not need all this.] 
The basic observation that makes everything “tick” is contained in 
THEOREM 3.1. H”(G) is a subalgebra of L”(Q) (for the pointwise multiplica- 
tion) and for every @J E Lww(.R) real-valued function there exists some q.~ E H”(Q) 
such that 
p-l E H”(Q), @ =loglcpI. (3.3) 
Proof. Letf, g E H”(Q) and let 
df = 5 ai dzj , dg = f & dz, 
1=1 )=I 
be the stochastic differentials of the associated martingales [cf. (3.1)]. Ito’s 
lemma [JO, Sects. 2.6 and 2.91 then gives 
d(fg) =fdg+gdf+df.dg. 
But we have df . dg = 0 for 
dzi . d.zj = 0, i,j = I, 2 ,..., n. 
This means that d(fg) is a holomorphic differential and therefore that fg E H”(Q). 
Before we prove the second part of the theorem we shall need to introduce 
another basic tool. 
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Let us denote by 
I 
0 1 





0 0 1 
-1 0. 




the martingale transform on B,, ( as e ne in Sect. 2) associated with that d fi d 
matrix. We shall call H the Hilbert transform on B,, . In concrete terms if 
X = (X, ; t >, 0) is given by 
(3.5) 
Then I’ == HX := (Y, ; t 2 0) is given by 
l’t = - ?I .T,* PCL, 4 + f,l Lt 4 3; . 
The matrix H in (3.4) being unitary, it follows that [cf. (2.3)] 
II HXII, = I1 X - X, 112 
for all X as in (3.5). It is also clear that for all XEL~(SZ) we have 
X + iHX E Hz(G). (3.6) 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by first proving the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F E H2(Q) and let us suppose that for all t 3 0 
F,(w) E D C @, w a.e. Sz, 
where D is some open region of the plane. Let further q~ E C2(C) (twice continuously 
di#.) be holomorphic on D. Let usfurther assume that v o F E Le(Q) for some 1 < p < 
+ 00. It then follows that p 0 FE HP(Q) and that iE(rp 0 F//d,) = v(F,) a.e. on Q, 
t 30. 
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Proof of the lemma. This is again a straightforward application of Ito’s 
lemma (cf. [lo, Sects. 2.6 and 2.91). Indeed in terms of stochastic differentials 
we have 
dF = f 01, dzj = f (Ri dx, - I, dyJ) + i f (I, dx) + R, 3;) = dR + i dI, 
,=l ,=l j=l 
where R, = Re 01~ , 1, = Im 0~) (j = I,..., m) and it follows that 
dR dI = 0. dR ’ dR = dI . dI. 
From this we conclude by Ito’s lemma that 
r 
d(~“F)=$dR+~dI=~(dR+idI)=~dF. 
This proves that the process 2, = 9) OFT (t 3 0) is a holomorphic martingale. 
It follows in particular that 
This proves the lemma. We can now give 
End of the Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let @ E L,=(Q) be as in Theorem 3.1. It 
is then clear by our lemma that ef(@tZAO) E H”(Q) for all t E Iw. To obtain (3.3) 
it suffices therefore to set v = erg+zHO. 
We also have 
THEOREM 3.2. Let XEL~(Q,) and let H be the Hilbert transform on B,,, as 
in (3.5). The following two conditions on X are then equivalent: 
(i) X* = supt 1 X, ) ELl(Q), 
(ii) HX E Ll(Q). 
Since HX cannot in general be defined for a general Ll(Q)-martingale the 
above theorem, if we want to be pedantic, should be interpreted in terms of 
a priori inequalities 
c(lI XII, -t II HXII,) < II X* Ill < C(ll XII, + II H~Il,h vx E LZ(Q) . 
The above theorem is not needed in what follows, so the reader can skip the 
proof if he wishes. In fact the only reason I stated the theorem and give its proof 
is that, in our circle of ideas, I find both of them rather illuminating [cf. [16, 171 
for analogous considerations]. 
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Proof. The proof of (‘) t 5 u IS a consequence of Theorem 2.3, of (2.4), (‘) . 
and of the fact that 
Hz = -I 
that allows us to reverse the inequality (2.4). 
The implication (ii) =z (i) is more subtle. It is based on the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. For every fixed E > 0 and every f E P(Q) the process 
4 = k(lft I2 + E) = 141 E(f // a,)12 + c) 
is an Ll-bounded submartingale. 
Proof. This is just Ito’s lemma again. 
Indeed we have 2, = u(X, ; YJ where X, = Reft , Y, == Im fi , and 
U(X, y) = log(x2 + y2 + l ). An easy application of Ito’s lemma shows that 
dZ, = f a3 dxj + f 6, dyj + A dt 
151 j=l 
and that the “drift term” A is nonnegative. This makes Z, a submartingale. 
An immediate consequence of the above lemma is the fact that for all 0 < OL < 
1 and all X, E I-p(O) the process 
z, = I xt Ia, t>O 
is an L’/“-bounded submartingale. Indeed by the lemma (/ X( 1% + •)a/~ is such a 
submartingale and it simply suffices to let l + 0. 
It is easy now to give 
Proof (ii) -- (i). Let X, HX E Ll(sZ) and let us assume, as we may, that X is 
real-valued. It then follows that f = X + iHX E hp(Q), and therefore by the 
lemma and its consequence Z, = 1 ft la is an L1ld-bounded (nonnegative) 
submartingale. The Doob maximal theorem applies therefore (I /a > 1) and we 
obtain 
Z” = sup, / z, 1 EL’/“(Q). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Remark. If we do not want to use the stochastic integral representation of 
L1-bounded martingales (cf. end of Sect. 2), we cannot assert that X + iHX E 
W(Q). The above proof goes through, however, by reducing it to obvious a 
priori inequalities on L2-functions. 
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4. DENOWMENT 
Let Bz, = (Q; P) be as in the previous paragraph and let X be the (compact) 
maximal ideal space of the algebra Lm(f2; P’) (under pointwise multiplication). 
We then have Lm(Q) z C(X). Let us then denote by 4~ C(X) the Gel’fand 
transform off E Lm(J2),fandf correspond to each other in the above isomorphism. 
There exists then m a unique probability measure on X s.t. 
s 
fdm = E(f). 
X 
From this and the obvious fact that (I f 1~)~ = 1 f^ 1~ (p > 0) it follows that the 
above isomorphism can be extended to an isometric isomorphism between 
Lp(f2; P’) and Lp(X; m) (1 < p < + co) (f or any f ED(Q) I shall also denote by 
3 the element in LP(X; m) to which it corresponds). 
It follows in particular that for any F E Lm(X; m) there exists somef E Lm(Q; P) 
s.t. 
s Fi? dm = Ufg), vg EL’(Q). X 
But this means that F = f^ and we conclude that 
L”(X, m) = C(X). 
Let us then denote by 
A = {4;fE H”(Q)}. 
A is then a logmodular uniform algebra on X in the sense of Sect. 1. This follows 
immediately from Theorem 3.1 and the obvious fact that 
logl G I = (1% v I)^ 
for all p ELm(Q) s.t. ess inf I p I > 0. 
It is also clear that m, as defined above, is a multiplicative measure on -4. 
Indeed we have 
lx& dm = Ufg) = E(f) %d = sx3dm jxi dw f9 g E H”(Q). 
The spaces Hp(X; m) can then be defined and with the above isomorphism we 
have 
H”(m) = A. 
This is a consequence of the fact that Hw(Q) is weak* closed in C(X) = Lm(X, m). 
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The fact that H”(Q) is dense in H2(Q) (cf. Sect. 3) implies therefore that for all 
f EL”(Qn; P) 
The analogous identification holds for all HP(Q) spaces with the corresponding 
HP(X; m) spaces, but we shall not need that. 
It follows therefore from (3.6) that with the above identification the operator 
H of Sect. 3 is identified with the conjugation operator of Sect. 1. More explicitely, 
we have 
(Hf)* = *f, Vf’fL2(Q; P). 
We have then 
THEOREM 4.1. Let W = ef E L’(Q) be a positive weight on the even-dimensional 
Brownian space B,, , and let us denote by H the Hilbert transform defined on B,, 
[cf. (3-W 
The following three conditions are then equivalent 
(i) WE =1, or equivalently 
sup I/ E(e’fPf”/,ib,)l~, < +co, 
t 
(ii) f = p + H* where F, 4 ELFz~(SZ) and II 4 lIm < n/2, 
(iii) 3C > 0 a positive constant s.t. 
E[I Hg I”W] < CE[I g 12w] g ELCC(S2). 
The proof that (i) => (ii) o (iii) is contained in the above identifications and in 
Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 (A,). The implication (ii) 3 (i) has to be treated separately. 
The idea of the proof goes back to the classical case (cf. [18, Chap. VII, Sect. 21 
as adapted by Cole and Gamelin, cf. [8, Sect. 7.91). 
Proof of (ii) =’ (i). We shall suppose that f = Hz,b with # E Lwm(Q; P) and 
ii # I[= < 1 and conclude that for all 0 < cy < 42 we have 
E[e”‘f-fL’//cTt] < 2 , t > 0, a.e. on Sz. 
cos 01 (4.1) 
This will of course, in particular, prove that (ii) * (i). 
Let 
F(Z) = 2 - pi - e-Ear, 0 < a < z-/2. 
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We then have 
Re(F(z)) < 2 - ealyi cos a, -1 <Rez<l (4.2) 
F;(x) > 0, -1 <.Y<l (4.3) 
(cf. [8, Sect. 7.91). 
Then let t be fixed and let 
g = 1c, - *t + i(f - fJ. 
It is clear then that g E Hz(Q) ( we have in fact g E BMO(Q)) and lE( g//a,) = 0. 
And sincef - ft = *(# - &) it follows from Theorem 7.9 of [8] thatF[g(w)] E 
Ll(Q). We conclude therefore from Lemma 3.1 that I;[g(w)] E Hi(Q), and that 
lE(F c g//G,) = F(O) > 0 a.e. Q (4.4) 
by (4.3). But by (4.2) we have 
2 - ea”-‘t’ cos a 3 Re(F 0 g) (4.5) 
and taking [E( //CC’,) in (4.5) and using (4.4) we obtain the required result (4.1). 
From the above theorem we can deduce at once the following sharp version 
of the Garnett-Jones theorem for Brownian martingales. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f E BMO(Q,) be a BMO function on a Brownian space of 
dimension n (n is not necessarily assumed to be even); and let US denote by q, the 
supremzlm of all OL > 0 for which [cf. Theorem 2. I] 
sup 11 lE(e”‘f-ff’//&,)llm < +co. 
t 
We then have 
(The norm I[ II* was deJined in (2.5)). 
Proof. If n = 2m is even, the above theorem is an immediate corollary of 
Theorem 4.1 and the fact that for all XE Leo(Q) s.t. X,, = 0, we have 
Equation (4.6) follows from (2.6) the fact that 11 H/l = I, and the fact that 
Hz = --I that allows us to reverse (2.6). 
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When 11 = 2m + 1 is odd we can reduce the proof to the previous case by 
embedding the 2m + l-dimensional Brownian motion into Bz,+2 in an obvious 
way. More precisely we have 
[where the meaning of @ is obvious] and anyfe BMO(&&,+r) can be thought of 
as belonging to BMO(C&+,) without changing cy,, . The result follows. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO REAL ANALYSIS (I): THE GARNETT-JONES THEOREM 
This paragraph relies very heavily for its background (and even for its 
notations) on [2] Sect. 2. The reader before proceeding is advised to look at [2]. 
We have seen in [2, Sect. 21 how Theorem4.2 implies the real variable Garnett- 
Jones theorem. We shall show in this section how Theorem 4.1 can be used 
to give best constants, at least when the dimension 12 of BMO(lP) is odd (n = 
2m + 1). 
When the dimension n of BMO(R”) is even, we can embed BMO(lFP) into 
BMO(lR”+l) and reduce the problem to the previous case. We shall therefore 
concentrate on odd dimensions. 
To avoid the complications that arise from starting “Brownian motion from 
co,” cf. [19], I shall follow up the idea in the Addendum II of [2] and consider 
BMO(&), the BMO space on the unit sphere Z = Z, of UP+l, endowed with 
the standard Euclidian structure. The space BMO(&) is of course isomorphic 
with BMO(lFP), since ,& and [w” are conformally equivalent. 
I shall consider then B,+l the 11 + l-dimensional Brownian motion starting 
at 0 E lFP+l and denote by Q = Q,,,, its path space [cf. Sect. 21 and by z(t) = 
(b,(t),..., b,+,(t)) E lP+l its position at time f 3 0. I shall also denote by T = 
inf{t 1 ]I z(t)([ > 1) the first exit time from the unit ball. 
In [2, Sect. 21 we defined two mappings 
BMO(Z:,) -x BMO(QR,+,) -s BMO(&) (5.1) 
by 
P?f)(w) = fb-(“d(~))~ (NW4 = W/h = 4 l3E.r 
for frz BMO(.Z), F E BMO(SZ). 
It was shown that No M = Ia and that N is onto. 
Let us now introduce a norm on BMO(Q,+,) 
IIFII ** = inf 
C,*EL*m 
{II v 11~ + II $ llX; F - p - Ht,h = const}; VF E BMO(Q),+,). 
Observe that n + 1 is even and that H denotes the Hilbert transform of Bntl . 
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The fact that every BMO(Q) f uric ion F can be written as F = v + H#, t 
v, 4 EL”(Q) is certainly contained in Theorem 4.1. [In fact, this is a far less 
sophisticated fact; it is already a consequence of Theorem 3.2 and the Hi-BMO 
duality]. This induces a norm on BMO(&) by 
lif II - inf{llFII,, ; NF = f}, ** f E BMO(Z) 
which is equivalent to the standard norm. [The above norm is not rotation 
invariant on .Z, . It is easy however to rectify that.] 
For that norm we obtain then a sharp version of the Garnett-Jones theorem. 
THEOREM (Garnett- Jones [ 1, 21.) Let f E SMO(Z) and let OL,, be the supremum 
of all (Y >- 0 s.t. 
sup Pz[eb’f-Pzf’] < + 03, ZER”+l, II z~l < 1. 
2 
JVe then hare 
and the 42 in the abave inequality is unimprovabk 
Proof. Inequality (5.2) follows from Theorem 4.1 and the methods of [2, 
Sect. 21. To show that 7r/2 is unimprovable let us denote by xi, x2 ,..., 3c,, 
yr , . . . . yn, the coordinates of Rn+l (n + 1 = 2~2) and let z, = x1 + zj+ . The 
functionf = log 1 z, - 1 1 is then harmonic in the unit ball and its restriction 
on Z,, belongs to BMO(.&). It is clear that the 06 that corresponds to this f is 
cyO = I. For this function it can be shown that 
eEgz) Ilf - 1G II** = 7Q. (5.3) 
This completes the proof. The proof of (5.3) is not difficult; it is based on the 
fact that f only depends on one variable which allows us to reduce the problem 
to the one-dimensional case. The details are tedious, however, and will therefore 
be left undone. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO REAL. ANALYSIS (II): STRUCTURE OF A, 
In this section we shall restrict our attention back to the unit disc and to 
Brownian motion starting from the origin (as in [2, Sect. 2). The two mappings 
M and N of (5.1) are then exactly as in [2, Sect. 21. We shall denote by T = 
aB (mod 27r) = aD (D = unit disc). We shall then say that f E BLO(T) (bounded 
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lower oscillation) iffis real-valued and if there exists K > 0 s.t. for every inter\yaI 
I C U. we have 
f -fi -.f- -&s,fl > -K, a.e. on I (6-l) 
A.-spaces on U are defined by (cf. [3]) 
1 < p < + co, and we say that IV = e, belongs to Al(U) if IYE 3,(T) and f E 
BLO(U) (cf. [5]). The main analytic tool of this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let XE BLO(QJ (as defined in (2.7)); zce then have 
,VX E BLO(U). , 
We shall defer the proof of this proposition until the next paragraph and draw 
some of its consequences now. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. (i) Let IV = e’ E Aa( then the aariable MIV == e”f 
belongs to AZ(Q). 
(ii) If SE A,(L?,), then NXE -g,(U) (1 <p < +cG). 
(iii) If d E A&2,), then eNf E AD(U) (1 <p < +cD). 
Proof of(i). It is an easy exercise to prove that the hypothesis of (i) is 
equivalent to 
sup PZ(e’r-Pzf’) < +oG (6.2) 
121<1 
(cf. [2, and 201). From this (i) follows by (2.1.7) of [2]. Observe that it is (6.2) 
that fails so miserably in [w” and it is this that is stopping us from extending 
this approach to higher dimensions and to p f 2. 
Proof of (ii). (Observe that (ii) is not needed in what follows and it is a mere 
curiosity.) Let TVE -d&&n,) and f E Lp(Q) (1 < p < +a). We then have 
(where C is independent of j). The above holds because M commutes with the 
Hilbert transform, i.e., 
Mj = HMf, (6.4) 
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where J is the classical Hilbert transform on O’(U) and H is the transform 
defined in (3.5). 
Equation (6.3) and the determining property of A,(T) (Theorem II of [3]) 
proves that NWE A,(T). 
Proof of (iii), p = 2. Let W = ef E As(Qs). By Theorem 4.1 it then follows 
that 
f == v + H#; Pl c ~WQ,) II * llm < 742. 
But the Hilbert transforms commute also with A:, i.e., we have 
hrHf :- (Nf)“, Vf E L”(Q,). (6.5) 
[This follows from (6.4) by duality indeed: (NHf, v> = IE(Hf . M~J) = 
--[E(f . H@o) = --1E(f. Me) = -(Nf, +>, VP ELM.] This implies that 
Nf = Nrp + NH+ = NV + (NIL)” 
and since Np, N# ELM and 11 N# Ilrn < /I # Ilrn < r/2, our result follows from 
the classical Helson-Szegii theorem [cf. [3, 411. 
Proof of (iii),: p = 1. This is just a consequence of the case p = 2 and of 
Proposition 6.1. 
The general case 1 < p < + co of (iii) will not be needed. At any rate it will 
be an immediate consequence of the Jones factorization below. 
THEOREM 6.1 (Jones [5]). Every A, weight (1 < p < + co) W on U can be 
written in the form W = WI Wiep, where W, , W, E A,(U). 
That theorem has been proved by Jones in [5]. We propose to deduce it 
here, in the special case p = 2 by the above considerations, from the much 
easier Theorem 2.5. 
Proof. Let TV = ef E A,(U). By Proposition 6.2, e”f E Aa(Qa); by Theorem 
2.5 it follows therefore that 
Mf =f1 i-f2; ef’, ef2 E A,(Q). 
By Proposition 6.2(iii), again it follows that 
f = NMf = Nfl + Nf2; eNfl, eNf2 E Al(U). 
This completes the proof. 
The above theorem holds for higher dimensions (as Jones proved in [5]). 
The above method however does not seem to work for higher dimensions or 
for p # 2. 
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A moment reflexion, however, and a close analysis of the proof of Proposition 
6.1 in the next paragraph shows that the above methods prove the following 
version of the Jones factorization theorem for n = 1 but for all 1 < p < +co. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let W = ef be a positive weight on T that satisfies 
;:l Pz( W) (P*( w-l”“-‘))“-’ < -t 03 
(1 < p < + CO). We can then factorize 
(6.6) 
IfI == W WieQe” 
12 3 (6.7) 
where tp E La(U) and W, = ef 1 E A,(T) (i = 1, 2) and where there exist two 
positive measures pi (i = 1, 2) on D = (2; 1 z 1 < l> such that 
f,(e) = j- f’z(e) 444, i= 1,2. 
Conversely any function as in (6.7) with W, , W, as above satisjies (6.6). 
For p = 2 condition (6.6) reduces to the A, condition. The conclusion (6.7) 
of the theorem then is slightly sharper [cf. Proposition 7.21 than the one obtained 
by the original real variable proof of Jones. 
7. THE PROJECTION OF BLO 
This paragraph will be devoted to the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
In this paragraph we shall work in the more general context (cf. [2]) of a 
probability space (Q; 8; 8, t > 0; P) satisfying hypothesis (H). The notation 
that was introduced in Section 0 of [2] will be preserved. BLO(Q) functions on 
.Q are then defined just as in (2.7). Let us remark that if f E BLO(Q) and if 
K > 0 is such that 
f-ft>-K a.e. B, t >, 0, (7.1) 
then for any stopping time T (with respect to the filtration gt) we have also 
f -fT > --K a.e. SJ (fz- = ~(fl/G-N~ (7.2) 
Furthermore if we denote by 
f’ =f -fT =f - E(f//&) 
as in [Z, Sect. O] then the new function Q = fT or f T also satisfies (7.1) with the 
same K. The above remarks are evident. 
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Let now f E BLO(SZ) b e a fixed BLO function that satisfies (7.1) and also 
sup II qt+“)//s, I/m < c (7.3) 
for some fixed (Y > 0 and C > 0. We shall also assume throughout that jt is a 
fixed contin~olcs realization of the martingale lE(f//S,). 
The main structure theorem on BLO is contained in the following: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let f E BLO(Q) satisfy (7.1) and (7.3) with fixed 01, K, and 
C and let T be some$xed stopping time s.t. f is measurable w.r.t. &r [the field of T 
cf. [2, Sect. 0]], i.e., 
f =fr = w-//~T)~ (7.4) 
For every /\ > 0 s.t. 
A>K+l; CecaA < 1. (7.5) 
There exists then a sequence of stopping times 
0 = T, < TI < ... < T, < ..‘s.t. (7.6) 
(i) The above sequence is y-graded in the sense of [2, Sect. l] with y = 
Ce-nA, i e . *, 
‘V,+, -=c +~i&,) d Y, j = 0, I,... . 
(ii) f - X f O[T, < t-m] EL=(Q) 
3=1 
[O(A) denotes characteristicfunction of the set -4 C Q]. 
(iii) 
[T, < T] 3 [T, < +a~], j = 0, I,... (7.7) 
and for almost all w E 52 we haeqe 
T&J) = T(w) < + co =r T,+,(w) = +oo, j = 0, l,... . (7.8) 
The novelty of the above proposition is condition (iii); otherwise it is essen- 
tially contained in Theorem 1.2 of [2]. Condition (iii) says that we stay below T 
and that as soon as we hit T then we shoot up to +co. The proof follows the 
lines of the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [2]. 
Proof. Let X be as in (7.5) but fixed. The sequence (7.8) is then defined 
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inductively together with a sequence of functions (f’i) EU(Q), i = 1, 2,...) 
just as in proof of Theorem 1.2 of [2] by 
f”’ =f- W), 
T, = inf{t; 1 .{j” / > A), 
.f c/+1) +(i) -f'Tz<I 
i = 1, 2,..., where we choose inductively continuous realizations of the above 
martingales that satisfy 
Condition (i) has been proved in the proof of Theorem 1.2 of [2]. It was also 
proved there that 
But by (7.2) and the remarks that follow it, it also follows that 
f(l) > -K a.e. Q, i = 1, 2 ,... . 
By the choice of X (cf. (7.5)) it follows that 
f$[Ti < +a31 = qT, < +QJ1, i = 1, 2,... . 
Equation (7.10) therefore implies condition (ii). It remains to prove condition 
(iii). 
Indeed, we can prove inductively, using (7.4) and (7.9), that 
fii’ = f&i., ( Vt>O, i-l,2 ,.... (7.11) 
This implies that f Y’(W) is constant (in t) for t > T(w), and this means that 
either T, < T or T, = +oo (i = 1, 2 ,... ). This proves (7.7). 
Condition (7.11) together with (7.9) implies also that 
f;‘+l’(w) = 0, vt 3 0 if T,(w) > T(w) 
(; = 1, 2 ,... ). Relation (7.8) follows. 
Before we give the proof of Proposition 6.1 we shall state some simple facts 
about BLO(T). 
Toward that end, let LC. denote some positive Radon measure on D = {z E Cc; 
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1 z 1 < l} the unit disc. We denote then by S&) = f [the sweep of p, cf. [21]] 
the unique positive function on T characterized by the fact that 
for all positive continuous functions ~(8) [ w h ere U(Z) is the harmonic extension 
of ~(0) in the unit disc]. In terms of the Poisson kernel PZ(6) we have of course 
The following theorem is due to Carleson [22] and is very well known by now. 
(Anyway we only need the easy half!) 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let TV be a positive measure as above. Then S’(p) = f E 
BMO(T) if and only if TV is a Carleson measure, i.e., if there exists C > 0 some 
positive constant s.t., for all 0, E [0, 2~1 and all h > 0. We have 
p{reis 1 1 - h < Y < 1; 0, < 0 < 0, + h} < Ch. (7.12) 
If (7.12) holds, then S(p) = f E BLO(T). 
Proof. I shall only outline the proof of the last assertion since the rest is 
classical. Indeed let us assume that (7.12) holds and let I = [B,, 0, + h]. Let 
also f = {reie; 1 - 3h < r < 1; 0, - h < 8 < 19, + 2h); let further p = 
t.~ + PI = c~xp + ~LXI be the corresponding decomposition of TV. Let us consider 
the corresponding decomposition off = S(p) = fi + f2 = S(pI) + S($). It is 
clear then from (7.12) that 
fi 2 0, WI d 3c. (7.13) 
On the other hand by a standard calculation that involves (7.12) again, we see 
that f2 is differentiable on I and 
(7.14) 
Equation (7.13) and (7.14) imply therefore that both fi and f2 satisfy (6.1) on I 
with K = IOOOC. The result follows. 
Before we give the proof of Proposition 6.1 we shall introduce the following 
definition on complex Brownian motion. 
Let 
T = inf{t; 1 z(t)] > 1) (7.15) 
be the first exit time of complex Brownian motion from the unit disc and let S be 
580/39/I-8 
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another stopping time on the two-dimensional Brownian space B, . We shall 
define then a positive Radon measure pS on D, the open unit disc, by 
s 944 4-44 = @?4~s) us < Tll (7.16) D 
for all CJI bounded continuous functions on D. 
With the above notations we have then 
LEMMA 7.1. 
E[[S < T]//zy = e] = N(O[S <7-I) = S(#uS)’ 
Proof. Indeed let (p(B) E C(T). We then have 
1 
x0 s ** lE[[S < T]//zr = 0-J q@) de = IE[[S < T] q+,-)] (7.17) 
= E[u(zs)[S < T]] = A, 
where u(z) is the harmonic extension of p,(e) in D and where, to obtain the above 
identity, we used the optimal stopping time theorem on the martingale X, = 
u(zrJ. (Observe that [S < T] E cYs .) 
By the definition of pS [cf. (7.16)] it follows now that 
Our lemma follows then from (7.17) and (7.18). 
We can give now 
Proof of P~opositim 6.1. Let f E BLO(SZ,) and let us denote by g = f= = 
l&f//&r) where T is the exit time (7.15). Let further 
g =m+!P (7.19) 
be the decomposition that we obtain from Proposition 7.1 (for some appropri- 
ately large X > 0) for the above g with T as above. We have then 
@ = f !l[T, < +a], 
i=l 
where the sequence 0 = To < Tl < ..* satisfies the conditions of Proposition 
7.1. But by (7.7) it follows that 
O[T, < +GO] = O[T, < T] + O[Ti = T] = Ai + Bi 
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(i = 1, 2,...). A n since T < +CO a.e., it follows from (7.8) that the sets Bi d 
i = 1, 2 ,..., are disjoint. 
We conclude therefore from (7.19) that 
g = h f O[T, < T] + Y*, 
3=1 
(7.20) 
where Y* EL”(QJ. 
We can now complete the proof. Indeed 
Wf 1 = w//%- = 6) = wfl/~T)II~T = 0) = E( g/h = 0) = N(g). 
On the other hand, by (7.20) 
N(g) = h i lE[T, < T//z, = f3] + N(!?‘*) 
i=l 
and therefore by Lemma 7.1 
where 
N(g) = @q/-L) + N(YY*), 
We also know that N(Y*) ELM and that N(g) = N(f) E BMO(T) (cf. [2, 
Sect. 21). 
This together with Proposition 7.2 implies that TV is a Carleson measure and 
that N(f) = N(g) E BLO(U). The proof is complete. 
8. THE CORONA THEOREM 
In this last section I shall prove a “Corona” type of theorem for the algebra 
H”(Q) of Section 3 and deduce from that a new proof of the classical Corona 
theorem of Carleson. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let fi , fi ,..., f,, E Hw(Q) be bounded holomorphic functions on 
IR = J&m (the Brownian space of some even dimension) and let us suppose that there 
exikts some 6 > 0 s.t. for all t > 0; we have 
a.e. on J2. 
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There exist then g, , g, ,..., g, E Ha(Q) such that 
To simplify notation I shall suppose that m = 1 (i.e., .Q = Qa); the proof 
however holds in general. 
Let us introduce the following notation: 
fAt) = KLllgth t 3 0,j = 1, 2 )..., n 
and let us define f i(t) by the stochastic differential 
@X4 = f:(t) h j-1 3 , -, . . . , n. 
Let us further denote by 
F(t) = (fl(t),...,fn(t)) E C”. F’(t) = (f;(t),...,fh(tjj E@“, 
-- ~ __ __ __ __ 
F(t) -= (f&),...,f&N E @“, F’(t) = (f;(t),...,f;(t)) E C” 
which are vector-valued processes. 
We shall also adopt the following notation for vectors in C”: 
We shall also need the following: 
LEMMA 8.1. Let us suppose that X = (X,) E BMO(Q) is a BMO martingale 
on Q and that 
dX, = A dx, + B dyt 
is its stochastic di&ential in real coordinates. Let further a(t) (t > 0) be a uniformly 
bounakd nonanticipating functional on Sz (cf. [lo, Chap. 21) s.t. 
The variables 
2, = Iz a-4 dx, 
s 
= 2, =: aB dx, z,= = a-4 dy, 
0 ” s 0 






U, = fn a.4B dt, 
‘0 
U, = sm aB2 dt 
0 
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dejined by stochastic integrals all belong to BMO(&); 
2, E BMO(Q), i = 1,2,3,4; U, E BMO(Q), j = 1, 2,3. 
Proof of the Lemma. Indeed for every fixed t and any i = 1,2,3,4, j = 1,2,3 
we have 
Also if we denote by 
Ul(t) = 1” a4* dt 
0 
and analogous expressions for j = 2, 3 we have 
ELI u, - ~#)l//~tl < CE [im (I A I* + I B I”) WC] 
< CE[I x - x, I’//atl. 
The lemma follows from the above two inequalities. [Observe that U,(t) is 
measurable w.r.t. &,.I 
Let us finally denote 
fi(t> 
%@) = I,Fl,2 9 i = 1, 2,..., n 
We then have 
LEMMA 8.2. The stochastic d$$rential of m, (i = 1, 2,..., n) is given by 
where 
dm<(t) = Ai dz + l&(t) dz + C,(t) dt, 
- 
A,(t) = +$qp ) 
Bi(t) = 11 F(t)//* m - f&) JE@&p , 
c, =i; 41(~~~‘)12-211wll~‘l12 2j.P 9 * F’) -- ___ 
II F /I6 ’ llFl14 
(where in the dejinition of Ci I have omitted the argument (t) everywhere to mahe 
the formula typographically more acceptable). 
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The proof is of course a straightforward (but lengthy) exercise in stochastic 
differential calculus (cf. [lo, Chap. 21). 
We can now give 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. For all i, j = 1, 2 ,..., IZ let us denote 
-~ 
&) = fmGm - h(Oh’(t) 
II Wll” ’ 
y.(t) = 4(F(t) .F’(t)) [f>)f3 -fT)fi’(t)] 1) IIqt)lT z * (8.3) 
and let (h,,(t))~+, be an antisymetric matrix of (L2-integrable) nonanticipating 
functional [i.e., we have 
h,,(t) = --hji(t), t>O 
IE (s,” I h,(t)l’dt) -=c +a, i, j = 1,2 ,..., a]. 
Using the above &, we can then define (uii(t))y,3-l to be an antisymetric matrix of 
processes by 
&j(O) = 0, dutj = &, dz + pi3 dz + v’i, dt i, j = 1, 2 ,..., tl. (8.4) 
Let us further denote by u$’ the processes obtained in (8.4) with Ai, = 0 
(i,j= 1,2 ,..., n). It is an easy matter to verify that 
i,j=l,2 ,..., n. It follows therefore that the above processes are all G-bounded 
and that the limits 
Ui,(CO) = Uij = /lz U,j(t), i,j= 1,2 ,..., 12 
exist a.e. on Q. More is in fact true: 
LEMMA 8.3. 
u@’ = t&co) = f;$ us’(t) E BMO(Q) 
for all i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.1. 
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From the above lemma we can deduce at once 
LEMMA 8.4. There exists a choice ($‘(t))Ej=, of the Xij’s such that the processes 
u:;‘(t) dejned in (8.4)fiom that choice satisfy 
ulf’ = ugyag - ;&I z&t) EL”(Q), 
i,j= 1,2 ,..., 12. 
Proof. Indeed since for all p E H1(Q; P) we have 
sup I VJ’t I ELYQ) 
(cf. Theorem 3.2), we deduce from Lemma 8.3 and the Fefferman duality on 
martingales (cf. [I 1, p. 3321) that there exists some constant C s.t. 
This implies that there exists some qi ELM (i, i = 1, 2,..., n) such that 
E(U~‘~) = E(Wijv)I i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n, vp E Hi(Q). (8.5) 
[This is just Hahn-Banach.] We conclude therefore from (8.5) that 
01.. z.z .(?) 83 1, - wij E fP(S2; P), i,i=1,2 11 ,-e-9 @3*6) 
which means that q(t) = E(aJ/bJ is a holomorphic martingale and 
da. = A!!’ dz II 23 . (8.7) 
For some choice of & , (‘) the choice of the o,j and the A$) can of course be made 
to give antisymetric matrices. 
If we define 
d#’ = A’!’ dz + p. dzz + v.. dt 23 23 I, t> ) i,j = l,..., II, 
we see from (8.6) and (8.7) that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let us now define for i = 1, 2,..., 11 [and any choice of Aij’s and Q’S in (8.4)]: 
Kt) = Mt) + i uij(t)f.i(t)s t>O WV 
i=l 
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and let us also denote by 
z, = Z,(co) = $+i &), i = l,..., n 
the limit obviously exists a.e. on Q. We have then 
(8.9) 
LEMMA 8.5. For any choice of A!., in (8.4) we have 
li E H2(52), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (8.10) 
tlfizi = l. (8.11) 
Proof. If we take the stochastic differential of C(t) in (8.8) and use Ito’s 
formula, Lemma 8.2, and Definitions (8.2) and (8.3) we see that 
dZ&) = Li dz (for some nonanticipating Li), 
i.e., &(t) is a holomorphic martingale. 
The fact that Z, ELM is evident proves (8.10). The proof of (8.11) follows 
by straightforward substitution of (8.1) and (8.8) in (8.11). (This is where the 
antisymetry of the matrix U,j is used!) 
End of the proof. Let ~ij” be the “functions” defined in Lemma 8.4. If we 
substitute that choice in (8.8), we get 
p(t) = m&) + f u$)(t)fj(t) 
j=l 
and we clearly obtain in (8.9) 
But from Lemma 8.5 we have then 
p E H”(Q), i = 1, 2,... 
and 
This completes the proof. 
Let us end up with the: 
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Deduction of the Classical (cf. [22]) Corona from Theorem 8.1 
LetusdenotebyD={zE@IzI <l]theunitdiscandZetf,,...,f,~H~(D) 
be such that 
Let us denote by 
Fz = Mft E H”(B,), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
It is clear that the FI ,..., F,, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8.1 [cf. (6.4)]. 
Let then Gr ,..., G, E H”(Q) be s.t. 
It follows that 
~lfdeie) WGM) = 1 a.e. 0 E aD. 
Indeed it is clear that 
N(F,G) = f&‘“)N(GJ(Q i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
On the other hand the functions 
gi(4 = N(G,)(@, i = 1, 2,..., n 
all belong to H”(aD). This is a consequence of (6.5). The conclusion 
follows. 
I should point out that a very simple (probably even simpler than the above, 
and certainly more direct) proof of the corona has been given by Wolff [23]. 
Gamelin has given a version of Wolff’s proof in [24]. 
Note added in proof. Let (Q, 8, Q, , P) be a probability space satisfying condition 
(H) of [2] (i.e., we assume that every L’ bounded martingale on Q w r. t. the f&ration 
has “continuous paths”). On the space BMO(Q) let us consider the standard quadratic 
norm 
II x II”, = sup II E[I x - xt ?/i&J Ilm 
t 
we then have 
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THEOREM. Let X E BMO(B) with R (IS obese and let us suppose that 
sup II !E(elr-xq/dt) Ilm < + m 
we then haoe 
inf II X - 4 II* < a/2. 
~EP-%-J) 
The above theorem is of course but a sharp form of the probabilistic Gamett-Jones 
theorem as examined in [2]. 
The above theorem for hrownian martingales is contained in Theorems 4.1. and 4.2. 
In this addendum we shall show how the proof can be adapted for general martingales. 
Proof. Using the general theory [cf. P. A. Meyer’s numerous works or H. Kunita 
and S. Watanabe, Nugoyn Math. 1. (1967)] we see that we can define on (Q, 8, 8, , 5’) 
a sequence of L*-bounded martingales (m,(t) t > 0, j = l,... } s.t. m,(O) = 0 j = 1, 2 ,... 
and s.t. 
[E(~,(t)%(tN = 0, t > 0,j # k, 
and such that every variable X E Ls(B) admits a stochastic integral representation 
x = f Jrn u,(t) dm,(t) 
1=1 0
with N. A. functionals a,(t) (that depend on X). We use of course the more general 
theory of stochastic integrals as developed by Meyer-Kunita-Watanabe. 
This beeing said the proof of the Theorem is an easy adaptation of the brownian case. 
Indeed let (Q’, I’, 8; , P’) be an identical replica of our original space and let 
R = (a x R’; 8 x 8’; 8, x 8; ; P x P’) 
be the Cartesian product space. Let us denote by {n,(t) = m;(t), I > 0, j = I,...) the 
martingales that correspond to ml(t) on the space 52’. Every 2 EL~(@ can then be re- 
presented as a stochastic integral 
A Hilbert transform H : Ls(b) --s(b) can then be defined by 
HZ = - ~j-=b,dm, + cj-qdn,. 
I O 1 0 
The above transform satisfies all the properties of our H for brownian martingales. It 
follows that our theorem above holds for the space b, by the same interplay between 
uniform algebras and the As-condition, which also holds for our more general space b. 
Once the theorem has been proved for fi it can be then at once be deduced for Q by 
the natural embedding Q C 5, just as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
In proving the above theorem I profited from a conversation with M. Yor. 
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